
Protect Data to Retain Customers 

According to research from Javelin Strategy and Research: "One-third of consumers surveyed...said that they 

will shop elsewhere if their retailer of choice is breached. Nearly as many respondents (30 percent) said that, if 

their hospital or doctor's office doesn't protect their data, they'll find a new health-care provider." Radius Global 

Market Research found that more than 75% of Internet users would stop using a service, product, or retailer if 

they felt their privacy was violated and 51% of those surveyed said they had already stopped purchasing 

products from certain retailers because of privacy concerns. Nearly 25% of respondents said they would switch 

to a new bank or credit union if their current financial institution was breached. 

While data breaches at major retailers like Target, Neiman Marcus, and TJ Maxx attract national media, an 

article from Business News Daily reports that 75% of data breaches occur at small and medium-size 

businesses. More disturbingly, 60% of small businesses hit by a cybersecurity attack close within six months, 

and last year, 40% of small businesses suffered from security breaches.  The Business News Daily reports that 

credit and debit card companies (the payment card industry) have strong authority in data breach situations to 

level fines and chargeback fraudulent charges on merchants for data breaches.  Business owners that do not 

protect customer’s data could see their business close. 

A few weeks ago, the Heartbleed bug was discovered.  Heartbleed is the widespread Internet vulnerability bug 

that allows cryptographically protected Internet data to be read, which undermines the perception of data 

integrity for businesses that store consumer data. Codenomicon, the network security firm that discovered the 

Heartbleed bug, examined it from the attacker's perspective. They found that “without using any privileged 

information or credentials we were able steal from ourselves the secret keys used for our X.509 certificates, 

user names and passwords, instant messages, emails and business critical documents and communication.”  

The Heartbleed.com site explains that because OpenSSL is the most popular open source cryptographic 

library used to encrypt traffic on the Internet, most businesses will be affected either directly or indirectly by the 

threat that your customer’s data could be (or has been) exposed. A fix for the Heartbleed bug has been 

released, but it has to be deployed on many servers.  Additional technical information is available at 

Heartbleed.com. 

Will Pelgrin, president and CEO for the Center for Internet Security reported that a sizable percentage of 

business owners believe that cybercriminals are not interested in small business, but smaller businesses 

generally offer weaker security challenges in acquiring personal data such as credit card and SSNs.  "There is 

a community of people who have a trusted relationship with you and that can be jeopardized," Pelgrin said. 

"The best you can do is to be as diligent and vigilant as possible to ensure you have done everything in your 

power to be as secure as you can be." He advises businesses to take these steps to protect customer data. 

 Inventory all hardware and software versions including the network and document the infrastructure so 

the environment is known. 

 Be sure all security patches are current and the security settings are at the highest level that does not 

impede operations. 

 Enable access to data on a need-to-know basis. This should limit user’s rights for transferring data. 

 Monitor your operations, as the first indication of a data breach may be unusual activity or actions on 

the network. 

 Educate your employees on the importance of cybersecurity and methods for avoiding data breaches.  

The security company McAfee offers these cybersecurity tips for small businesses to reduce the possibility of a 

data security breach. 

 Organizations should train their employees to use strong passwords and to avoid responding to 

phishing attempts. 



 Store the organization’s data in a physically and electronically (via login and password) secured 

location. 

 Monitor and control employee’s access to data and use of electronic devices. 

 Utilize firewalls and other network security technologies to detect and block possible security breach 

attempts 

 Utilize and maintain strong anti-malware software 

 Establish effective and clearly understandable cybersecurity policies 

 Shred paper documents and wipe data from electronic devices before disposal. 

 Screen employees in pre-hire procedures.  

Today’s businesses need to have a well thought-out strategy in place to address a data breach. It should 

include notifying customers, setting up credit monitoring, analyzing how the breach occurred, and identifying 

the stolen data.  In addition, it should include procedures for repairing the organization’s reputation. This 

preparation would allow a faster response that would help preserve customer relationships and limit liability.    

  

 

 

 


